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Abstract: The author focuses on the changing perception and use of alaases (round 
shaped meadows in thermocarst depressions) in a Central-Yakutian village community 
under the eﬀ ect of global climate change. Households of the local cattle-economy before 
the collectivisation used to be located at alaases and had used small and disperse hayﬁ elds. 
Subsequent economic reforms in the Soviet era, and the process of decollectivisation (in the 
1990s) distanced villagers from alaases. Therefore knowledge on alaas ecotope in the village 
has radically diminished. 
In the 21st century environmental changes have had negative eﬀ ect on the local agriculture 
and economy. Increase in annual precipitation, and in mean annual temperature resulted in the 
rapid humidiﬁ cation of permafrost soil, and the degradation of hayﬁ elds. Three factors expose 
today agricultural production in the village to ongoing climatic changes: low level of self-
dependency in agricultural production, undiversiﬁ ed production of unprocessed raw material, 
and the vanishing concepts of local spiritual ecology. The author argues that anthropological 
research can eﬀ ectively contribute to the mitigation of losses in Sakha cattle economy by 
studying traditional methods of land use and the perception of environment. 
Keywords: environmental anthropology, climate change, arctic region, sustainability
CULTURE AND NATURE
In the social sciences, the opposition of nature (the physical space and environment not 
created by man) and culture has been an essential element of the modernist episteme 
(Dൾඌർඈඅൺ 2013:78 –83). The ethnographic and anthropological works inﬂ uenced by this 
approach presumed that social and cultural processes that occur against the backdrop of 
the natural environment – which is static or changing imperceptibly – obey completely 
diﬀ erent rules (Dൾ඀අൾඋ 1989). Although the two spheres may come into contact with 
each other, they are essentially disparate and dissociable. 
This approach has been widely criticized since the 1950s. The ﬁ rst approach to be 
distinctly formulated was the one representing the ecological determination of human 
cultures. The school of cultural ecology, hallmarked by Julian Steward, primarily 
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debated the validity of studies fostered by the legacy of Franz Boas and Alfred Kroeber, 
arguing for the ecological determination of cultures instead of the notion of nature being 
in contrast and subordinated to human culture (Sඍൾඐൺඋൽ 1955). Culture and nature 
created two disparate spheres within this conceptual framework; the contact between 
them, their interface, is created by the totality of knowledge and practices, called 
the “cultural core” by Steward, and which in this model can be considered a set of 
techniques of adapting (primarily economically) to the natural environment (Sඍൾඐൺඋൽ 
1955:37). The epistemological horizon of cultural ecology, as well as of ecological 
anthropology, which it inspired, is still determined by this approach: the separate spheres 
of natural environment and human culture are formed by acting upon each other and in 
conjunction with each other. It also follows that some areas of a community’s culture 
will be more subject to the determination of environmental impact, while others less so. 
In the interaction between nature and culture, either one or the other sphere will get a 
more decisive role. 
Providing a more radical critique is the approach which calls into question the 
separability of the natural world and the human culture that “emerges” from it. In 
anthropology, the foundations of this paradigm were set by Gregory Bateson (Bൺඍൾඌඈඇ 
2000:456–458), then developed by Tim Ingold. According to Ingold, who studied 
environmental awareness and human behavior within an environment, it cannot be 
determined where the human world ends and where nature, the physical space – which 
exists independently – begins, and therefore it is not appropriate to contrast natural and 
cultural spheres (Iඇ඀ඈඅൽ 2000:16–19). Human communities perceive themselves as an 
integral (an inseparable) part of their environment; they do not accumulate scientiﬁ c 
knowledge of plants and animals but rather practical knowledge and skills derived from 
repetition and experience. 
Proponents of the method of perspectivism, based on the study of South American 
Indian animism, employ a similarly radical commentary in their interpretation of nature 
and society as separate spheres. Perspectivism questions who (what kind of entities) 
make up the whole of society (Vංඏൾංඋඈඌ ൽൾ Cൺඌඍඋඈ 1998; Dൾඌർඈඅൺ 2013). A multitude 
of examples demonstrates that not every community shares the idea that only people may 
be part of the society. In the Arawate Indians’ view, for example, predatory animals see 
humans as prey, while game animals see them as spirits. Spirits and animals consider 
themselves human, their abode, meals and appearance as human (jaguars, for example, 
as they lap blood, drink cassava beer, wear their pelt as a decorative fur). In the diversity 
of spirit, animal and human points of view, there is no single privileged perspective, 
since it is possible to move from one role (social situation) to another (for example, 
through death, birth, or becoming prey).
In this system, it was not the people that emerged from the animal kingdom at one 
point (see Darwinism), but rather animals and spirits became peculiar parts of a single 
broad society in which people and animals are distinguished from each other by social 
rules. On the other hand, according to European modernist ontology, which represents 
the separation of nature and culture, it is only natural laws that distinguish people (and 
therefore society as well) from other living beings and from the spirit world. My study, 
ignoring the conceptual opposition of nature and culture, presents a Siberian community 
embedded in its environment that continues its cattle husbandry in the 21st century while 
adapting to the challenges of global climate change and Soviet-era state modernization 
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eﬀ orts.1 In this community, the boundary between the human and non-human spheres is far 
from clear, which also signiﬁ cantly inﬂ uences how the locals perceive their environment. 
I demonstrate the changes caused by climate change in the husbandry system, while also 
addressing the general processes characteristic of Yakutia, primarily with the example of 
one village, Tobuluk, with a population of nearly 650, situated in Central Yakutia.2
In my paper, I argue that the environment is not just a passive suﬀ erer of human 
intervention, but an active participant in the ecological processes that determine the 
long-term viability of human communities in certain regions. 
In the subarctic and arctic regions of Yakutia, the speed and scale of climate change 
aﬀ ecting the local economy and lifestyle forces the inhabitants of the region into a 
passive, adaptive position. In this situation, it makes a signiﬁ cant diﬀ erence in the course 
of adaptation how a community views the animate environment. Is it the material reality 
and the ensuing biophysical laws that create the rules and inevitability of co-existence 
between man and his environment, or is it the spiritual community that unites all living 
things (people, animals, plants, mountains, ﬁ elds, living waters) into one broad society 
and assigns obligations to all parties on ethical grounds? 
A DIACHRONIC APPROACH TO ECOLOGICAL AND HUSBANDRY SYSTEMS
Treating nature and culture as diﬀ erent entities often resulted in researchers applying an 
anachronistic approach to these spheres, viewing the natural environment as constant, 
stable (and therefore negligible) when considering it within the study of a culture. One 
of the best examples of this is the Jesup Expedition, which covers a huge area (the entire 
northern edge of the Paciﬁ c Ocean) (Vൺ඄ඁඍංඇ 2001). Franz Boas, the main organizer and 
leader of the 1897–1902 expedition, considered a diachronic study important primarily 
if it examined cultural symbols that developed without regard to the geographical 
environment that was viewed as unchanging. In his response to Alfred Kroeber’s criticism, 
Boas, who himself was looking to become a geographer in Germany in the 1880s, argued 
that the geographical determination of cultures is overrated (Bඈൺඌ 1936:137), and instead 
of the geographical and ecological changes, it is cultural interactions and borrowings that 
should be studied.
The separation of nature and culture can not only lead to the anachronistic view of 
the natural environment, but also indirectly contribute to the timeless approach to culture 
and the human sphere. Adapting to the modernist epistemological horizon, modernist 
ethnographic/anthropological studies tended to view cultures that were separated from 
the changing European culture, “stuck” in a point in history, in a sort of anachronistic 
“ethnographic time”, ignoring historicity (Fൺൻංൺඇ 2002:25–35). Anthropological studies 
based on ﬁ eldwork often provided extensive depictions of the given cultures in the state 
in which the authors encountered them. The main reason for this was that in the case of 
societies without writing (and recorded history) (Wඈඅൿ 1982), information about a given
  1 This paper was supported by Symbolic Landscapes and Ethnic Relations in Russia, a research 
program of the Hungarian State Research Fund, OTKA (project number K 81267).
  2 Instead of real place names and personal names, I use pseudonyms in the study.
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group was limited primarily to the period when the researcher was present. In retrospect, 
the functionalist school, which played a decisive role in the history of anthropology, 
is often criticized for having paid little attention to the historical changes in societies 
(Wඎඅൿ 2013:88–90).
Although the diachronic approach prevailed in both social and natural sciences, until 
the 1970s, only a small number of historical ethnographic works were published that 
examined the natural and social changes simultaneously and in conjunction with each 
other. Subsequently, however, the inﬂ uence of environmental ﬁ xism (i.e., the theory 
that assumes the constancy of the physical environment) continuously declined within 
historiography and historical ethnography. The relationship between societies and the 
climate, as well as the natural environment, was initially considered to be unidirectional 
by historians presenting the long processes of history (Lൾ Rඈඒ Lൺൽඎඋංൾ 1972). According 
to this approach, climate change impacts environmental conditions, and thereby aﬀ ects 
a given culture or society as well (the medieval European agricultural revolution or the 
Little Ice Age provide excellent examples of this).
Climate history studies have become an essential tool of historical analyses of 
changes in agricultural production, famines, and epidemics (Wං඀අൾඒ – Iඇ඀උൺආ – Fൺඋආൾඋ 
1981; Bൾඁඋංඇ඀ൾඋ 2010). The impact of human societies upon climate, by contrast, was 
regarded by historiography and ethnographic/anthropological research as insigniﬁ cant 
and negligible until very recently; however, the challenges posed by global warming 
over the past two decades have garnered the attention of anthropologists, and today an 
increasing number of works addresses the problems caused by global climate change, as 
well as proposed local adaptation strategies. 3
After recounting the geographical and climatic characteristics of Yakutia, my study 
presents the ever-changing husbandry that regulated the relationship between the Sakha 
communities and the subarctic landscape. The slow and collective changes in husbandry 
and climatic conditions have established a relative equilibrium in which no signiﬁ cant 
long-term ﬂ uctuations developed, placing the Sakha within and as part of the local 
ecotopes. This balance was ﬁ rst broken by the modernization eﬀ orts of the centrally 
planned Soviet economy, and global climate changes over the past two decades have also 
put a signiﬁ cant pressure on the relationship between the Sakha and their landscape. In 
my paper, I argue that the challenges caused by these rapid changes can be interpreted 
not only from ecological and economic perspectives, but also as a conﬂ ict that takes 
place in a community which is formed by the living environment and the Sakha together. 
This approach is what feeds the intimate view of the environment which can become a 
major resource for the successful response to contemporary challenges.
YAKUTIA AND PERMAFROST SOIL
Yakutia is characterized by the most extreme climatic conditions of the entire northern 
hemisphere. In the cold winter, the mercury often drops below -60°C, but summer 
temperatures reaching +40°C is not uncommon either. The vegetation period is very 
  3 For a summary of these works: Hൺඌඍඋඎඉ – S඄උඒൽඌඍඋඎඉ 2013.
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short; the snow begins to melt towards the end of April, while the ﬁ rst ground frost 
may be seen in late August. Thanks to this extremely cold climate, the vast majority 
of Yakutia’s soil remains frozen in winter and summer, with only the top 1.5–2 meters 
of the surface soil thawing out in the summer. This eternally frozen ground is called 
permafrost soil. Such permafrost soils are found in the northern hemisphere mainly in 
Siberia, Alaska and the northern regions of Canada, while the entire region of Yakutia is 
essentially always frozen.
Global warming aﬀ ects the arctic regions in particular. The extent of warming and 
the climatic and environmental changes caused by it are especially signiﬁ cant in the 
arctic and subarctic regions (Gඈඅൽඌඍൾංඇ 2009:41–43). One of the most signiﬁ cant eﬀ ects 
of the warming is the thawing, increased erosion and the humidiﬁ cation of permafrost 
soil (Fൾൽඈඋඈඏ – Kඈඇඌඍൺඇඍංඇඈඏ 2009). This applies both to the meadows formed in 
thermokarst depressions  (alaas),4 as well as the forests. In Yakutia, the lentil-shaped marshy 
thermokarst depressions formed during the Pleistocene, are immensely important for the 
cattle-based economy of the Sakha. In the Sakha language, these depressions are called 
alaas. At the conﬂ uence of the Aldan and Lena rivers (in Central Yakutia), these alaases 
(according to diﬀ erent estimates) cover 17–30% of the total surface area (Kൺඍൺආඎඋൺ et 
al. 2006; Tൾඅൻංඌඓ – Nൺ඀ඒ 2008). The size of each alaas varies. Occasionally they may be 
larger than 65 square kilometers (like Toyon Mürü), with several villages located in them; 
at other times, however, they are unnamed forest clearings with a radius of just 100 meters. 
Alaases are meadow grasslands in a boreal forest (taiga) dominated by larches, with a 
lake or a swampy, soggy bed of a dried-up lake at the center (Cඋൺඍൾ 2006:3). At the same 
time, this is a particular Yakutian ecotope, the creation and characteristics of which can at 
once be considered as natural and anthropogenic in origin. Although it is debated precisely 
which geographic processes were involved in the creation of alaases, it is commonly 
accepted that these big meadows can be found in the areas of pre-existing, expansive lakes 
created by the partial thawing of frozen ground (Dൾඌඃൺඍ඄ංඇ 2008). Upon the thawing of the 
ground, ﬁ rst forest swamps (düöde) were created whose water surface continued to grow. 
These lakes then dried up, or the Sakha communities living there drained them (Bඈඌං඄ඈඏ 
1991:112). Alaases are today the most important scenes of Yakut hay farming and grazing. 
The horse- and cattle-farming Sakha settled and still live today in the largest numbers 
mainly in the alaas-dotted Central Yakutian plains. Following their northern migration 
approximately 800 years ago, 5 the traditional horse and cattle breeding of the Sakha 
gradually adapted to the extreme climatic and geographic environment of Yakutia. Over 
the centuries, horses and cattle breeding took a shape speciﬁ c for the area of Yakutia 
which is unique even in Siberia (Aൻඋൺආඈඏ – D’ඃൺ඄ඈඇඈඏ 1990; Vංඇඈ඄ඎඋඈඏ 2001; 
Gඋൺඇൻൾඋ඀ – Sඈංඇං – Kൺඇඍൺඇൾඇ 2009).
Due to the long and cold winters, cattle have to be kept in barns in Yakutia for nine 
months (from September to May), and for this period, two tons of feed (particularly hay) 
  4 The lentil-shaped thermokarst depressions formed by the ice melting under the surface of the 
permafrost soil is called in Sakha alaas.
  5 Several theories and data exist about when the Sakha appeared in the Lena River basin. According 
to Anatoly Ignat’evich Gogolev’s data, which is regarded as the benchmark, Sakha settlement in the 
area of today’s Yakutia began with the appearance of the Kulun atakh culture, i.e., in the 13th century 
(Aඅൾ඄ඌൾൾඏ – Rඈආൺඇඈඏൺ – Sඈ඄ඈඅඈඏൺ 2012:61–63).
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per animal must be collected on average during the summer. Therefore, the meadows 
have an enormous importance in Sakha economy and environmental perception (Cඋൺඍൾ 
2007:161). Although more than half of the hay collected in Yakutia comes from the alaases 
(Bඈඌං඄ඈඏ 1991:25–27), there are other ecotopes that provide suitable space for Sakha hay 
farming. The Sakha use as hayﬁ elds the ﬂ oodplains of rivers (khocho), the drier areas of 
marshlands located on higher ground (kyrdal), as well as the grassy plains (khonuu).
Global warming threatens this economic system based on meadow husbandry. In 
Central Yakutia, the annual average temperature rose 2–3°C since the 1970s, and the 
average temperature of the top layer of permafrost soil has increased nearly in the same 
proportion (Rඈආൺඇඈඏඌ඄ඒ et al. 2007). In addition, rainfall has increased (Iඃංආൺ et al. 
2012) and the snow-covered period has become shorter (Iඃංආൺ et al. 2007). This complex 
change resulted in the degradation of permafrost soil, which led to Yakutian meadows 
becoming increasingly unfavorable in terms of agricultural production. Some of the 
meadows became marshy, the soil’s moisture levels rose, and in some places lakes formed 
on the meadows (Cඋൺඍൾ 2008). These changes aﬀ ect Sakha meadow farming acutely and 
urge the development of new ecological and agricultural adaptation strategies (Cඋൺඍൾ 
2011; 2013).
THE BASIC FEATURES OF SAKHA MEADOW AND PASTURE HUSBANDRY
Sakha large cattle breeding has gone through several changes after Russian colonization 
(i.e., after the 1630s). Consequently, one cannot talk about any traditional mode 
of production or meadow husbandry. We have detailed and in-depth ethnographic 
descriptions of this changing agricultural system following the activities of political 
exiles in Yakutia from the end of the 19th century. An approximate picture of the 
production forms and operating units of the preceding period can be made solely on 
the basis of the economic and legal documents of the tsarist administration (Mඣඌඓගඋඈඌ 
2013:90–95). Ethnographic/anthropological works about the Sakha – adapted to the 
contemporary ethnographic information gathered by the exiled researchers – consider 
the period preceding the revolution and collectivization (turn of the 19–20th centuries) to 
be the “traditional” economic system (Aඅൾ඄ඌൾൾඏ – Rඈආൺඇඈඏൺ – Sඈ඄ඈඅඈඏൺ 2012:141). 
Accordingly, the following is an account of the basic features of the horse and cattle 
breeding, as well as meadow husbandry practices in the period before collectivization.
Sakha economy was based on horse and cattle husbandry, with ﬁ shing, hunting and 
agriculture being only complementary. 6 Among livestock animals, the horse was more 
important up until the beginning of the 19th century, with cattle gaining more and more 
importance gradually (Bൺඌඁൺඋංඇ 1956:19–20; Sൾඋඈඌඁൾඏඌ඄ංඃ 1993:257). This change was 
accompanied by a proliferation of new forms of land use as well. While winter fodder 
for the horses, which roamed free, was only complementary, the Sakha kept their cattle 
in barns for nine months. Therefore, beginning in the 19th century, the importance and 
  6 In 1901, livestock farming made up almost two-thirds of the total agricultural production (Aඅൾ඄ඌൾൾඏ 
– Rඈආൺඇඈඏൺ – Sඈ඄ඈඅඈඏൺ 2012:146).
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proportion of meadows has signiﬁ cantly increased in Yakutia, to the detriment of pastures. 7 
By the middle of the 20th century, this process gradually yielded an even ratio of hayﬁ elds 
and pastures in agriculturally utilized areas (Bൺඌඁൺඋංඇ 1956:5; Mൺඍඏൾൾඏ 1989:54).
The intensive use of hayﬁ elds demanded that the winter settlement (kystyk) be located 
in the higher part of the alaases in Central Yakutia, so that the hay harvested in the summer 
did not have to be transported over long distances in the winter. Summer settlements 
(sajylyk) were usually located 10–20 kilometers away from the winter settlements, in 
areas where the cattle found good pastures in the summer but could not damage the 
hayﬁ elds that were only partially blocked by fences. The average distance between 
winter and summer settlements is also indicated by the fact that ten kilometers is what 
the Sakha call one kös, that is, the distance of one migration. Because of the proximity 
of the two (winter and summer) settlements, the men often did not move to the summer 
settlements, but instead stayed at the alaas of the winter settlements in order to collect 
the hay from the nearby hayﬁ elds. Sakha households stayed at the summer settlements 
from late May to early September. In the autumn (late September, early October), until 
the ﬁ rst major and non-melting snow (kystyk khaar) fell, the men even stayed at a third, 
autumn settlements (otor) as well. The cattle grazed around these settlements as long as 
they could, then the men collected the remaining, lower-quality hay after the ﬁ rst frost.
Households that used the nearby winter settlements (living either on the same alaas or 
on adjacent alaases) established cooperative groups, usually conjoining 2–4 households. 
Furthermore, given the geographical conditions in the area, there were larger cooperative 
groups (tüölbe) as well, which aligned their economic activities (Dൺඋൻൺඌඈඏ – E඀ඈඋඈඏ – 
Sඈඅඈඏ’ൾඏ 2000:45). The size of the cooperative groups was determined not primarily by 
the number of households, but rather by the number of livestock they tended to. Usually 
one tüölbe held 100–150 dairy cows, because that’s the number of dairy cows one bull is 
able to serve. A herd of this size was held in Tobuluk by 12–18 households, corresponding 
with the average size of a kolkhoz, established around the middle of the 1930s.8
One household had an average of 5–6 dairy cows before collectivization (Aඅൾ඄ඌൾൾඏ 
– Rඈආൺඇඈඏൺ – Sඈ඄ඈඅඈඏൺ 2012:146), but there were signiﬁ cant diﬀ erences in the 
distribution of the stock. In Tobuluk, for instance, before collectivization, a third of the 
households only had one or two cows, as is clear from the distribution of the meadows.9
  7 This process is closely related to the presence of the Russian state in Yakutia and its fiscal policies 
(Mඣඌඓගඋඈඌ 2013:73-83). 
  8 The natural basis of collective production was initially considered even by the Soviet leadership to be 
the units of cooperative households within a geographical unit (urochishche) (Dൺඋൻൺඌඈඏ – E඀ඈඋඈඏ 
– Sඈඅඈඏ’ൾඏ 2000:102).
  9 This table is based on Gൺൻඒඌඁൾඏ 1929:14.
0–5 tons of hay 5–10 tons of hay 10–20 tons of hay
Number of households 44 81 20 
Number of hayfi eld plots 298 740 259
Average number of hayfi eld plots 6.7 9.1 12.95
Total land area (ha) 171.92 606.5 246 
Average hayfi eld plot area (ha) 0.585 1.22 1.05
Figure 1. The annual amount of harvest in I. Bajagantaj nasleg in 19179
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Sakha cows were not only small in size (350–400 kg) and extremely low maintenance, 
they also survived the long winter fodder period with a relatively small amount (i.e., less 
than one ton) of feed. Similarly to Sakha horses, cows also dug up the grass under the 
snow, so they were able to graze partially even in the winter. The milk from dairy cows 
did not exceed 800 kilograms a year, but it had a very high (5–7%) fat content. 
At the beginning of collectivization (in the 1930s), in order to increase milk production, 
the Soviet agricultural leadership replaced this low maintenance Sakha cattle variety 
ﬁ rst with the Russian Kholmogor breed, and starting in the 1960s, with the Austrian 
Simmental cows. Of the Sakha cattle ﬁ t for pre-collectivization farming practices, by 
1990 only 900 remained in Yakutia, and today the vast majority of cattle in Yakutia are 
of the Simmental variety. The new European varieties require larger quantities (two or 
three times more) and better quality feed, therefore they are a lot more vulnerable vis-
à-vis changes in the condition of the meadows. The Simmental cows’ water needs are 
also greater than the Sakha cows’, which creates further problems in their sustenance. 
Because of the change of breeds implemented in the 20th century, pre-collectivization 
Sakha husbandry is thus irrecoverable today. 
THE JOINT EVOLUTION OF LANDSCAPE AND COMMUNITY
In pre-collectivization husbandry, the grasslands and the Sakha people formed an 
indivisible system in which both parties were able to transform and change the other. 
First I point out the material features of this complex relationship, and later its spiritual 
characteristics. 
Elsewhere I have already reported how the Sakha subsist in and inhabit the meadows, 
the alaases, and I also alluded to why they consider the alaases their home (Mඣඌඓගඋඈඌ 
2012). However, the fact that the meadows provide a home for the Sakha did not prevent 
them from forming and transforming this ecotope in a variety of ways to adapt it to their 
farming objectives. For example, according to local memory in Tobuluk, before and after 
Figure 2. Sakha model cattle farm in Magharas, Yakutia, 2012. 
(Photo by Csaba Mészáros)
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collectivization and all the way to the 1970s, there were three main methods of altering the 
landscape and the environment. Adapting to the features of the landscapes and ecotopes 
in the vicinity of the settlement, these methods allowed the locals to regulate the amount 
of hay harvestable from the meadows, ﬁ shing and water extraction opportunities, as well 
as the amount of gatherable ﬁ rewood (Pൾඍඋඈඏ – Pൾඍඋඈඏ 2002:4–6).
1. The most common method was deforestation. Throughout Yakutia (especially in 
Central Yakutia), increasing the size of the alaas through deforestation was a common 
practice. Before the revolution and collectivization, the painstaking work of deforestation 
was undertaken because the people performing the clearing did not have to pay land 
tenure tax to the tsar for the meadows gained thus, and these areas were not included in 
the land fund of the local taxing units (nasleg) for a generation. 10 The meadows gained 
through deforestation were called cleared ground (soloohun sir). Locals (especially those 
who still go duck hunting in the spring and fall near the cleared lands) still remember 
which family’s clearing was where.
The hay harvested from these cleared lands was of lower quality than those from the 
alaases, thus deforestation only spread in areas where there were no alaases, or only small 
ones. Accordingly, the areas northeast of Tobuluk were cleared by necessity, as continuous 
but moderate/poor quality hay meadows can be found only along the streams there. 11 
2. The other method was to drain the alaas (khoruu). Until the 1970s, only the alaases 
along larger waterways were drained. The areas gained by draining lakes and marshlands 
were similarly not included in the local land fund. The biggest problem with the drained 
areas was that they yielded low quality hay (Aൻඋൺආඈඏ 2000:20–22), which is why these 
drained (but still soggy) areas were often used not as hayﬁ elds but as grazing pastures. 
The memories of the drainings are preserved not only in local memory – traces of the 
drain pipes from the 1950s are still visible south of Tobuluk.
A procedure connected to the draining was the removal of the tussocks (dulgha) as 
well. Harvesting hay with a scythe was much more diﬃ  cult in boggy areas than on the ﬂ at 
meadows, and doing it with tractors was simply impossible. Whereas earlier the boggy 
areas were ﬂ attened by hand, in the era of sovkhozes the bogs were leveled by bulldozers. 
3. The third way to change the local ecotopes was to ﬂ ood the alaas, creating artiﬁ cial 
lakes (kupput küöl). In these cases, lakes were created primarily in places (mostly 
swampy, low-lying areas) where the water demand of those living in the area increased for 
some reason. In Yakutia, it is impossible to dig wells because of the ever-frozen ground.
10 These areas are called “sejmelek sir”. No land tax (ölbüge) was paid in tsarist Russia after these lands 
(whether they were cleared or drained). They were not part of the local redistribution fund.
11 The Sakha distinguish two types of hay. One is the so-called alaas grass (alaas oto), which grows 
slowly in dry areas and has a high nutrient and vitamin content. The best hay in the alaas, according 
to locals, comes from the flowering meadow grasses (sibekki oto). At the same time, alaas grass does 
not grow reliably. In dry years, only a very small amount of hay can be harvested, and according to 
locals, it is mainly dry alaases that are harmed by locusts. The other type is the wetland grass (uu 
oto), which, unlike the alaas grasses, grows reliably and in large quantities every year, but is low 
in nutrient and vitamin content (Aൻඋൺආඈඏ 2000:20–22). Hay quality has a significant impact on the 
fat content and taste of milk, which is why dairy cows are fed in Tobuluk with hay harvested from 
alaases (if possible).
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The only way to obtain water is to collect the surface water. In October, the Sakha cut out 
the ﬁ rst crystallized ice from the lake’s surface and store it outdoors in the winter, and in 
underground ice bunkers in the summer. 
Locals do not worry about creating or ﬁ lling lakes. The lakes were created primarily 
in sandy areas, as the water of a sandy lake (kumakh küöl) is cleaner and better tasting, 
according to locals, than that of a clayey, swampy soiled lake (n’amakh küöl). The ﬁ sh 
living in ﬁ lled ponds (mainly crucian carp) also taste diﬀ erent from the ones in naturally 
formed lakes. Because of this, the artiﬁ cial ponds near the villages are popular locations 
for late-autumn under-ice trawling. Locals will go ﬁ shing even on the lake called “Bie 
ölbüt”, situated 50 kilometers from the village, despite the fact that there are other (large) 
lakes near the village. Nothing demonstrates the popularity of these artiﬁ cial ponds better 
than the fact that Tobuluk Lake, in the immediate vicinity of the village, has been so 
overﬁ shed by the locals that the crucian carp went practically extinct. When in 1999 a 
Sakha healer came to the village, he immediately banned ﬁ shing in the lake, referring to 
the lake as having become ill. Since then, the lake has not been ﬁ shed or hunted by locals, 
thus today it has become one of the most popular resting places for migratory waterfowl.
LAND USE AND STATE MODERNIZATION
The relationship between the Sakha and their landscape was signiﬁ cantly altered by Soviet 
economic and social modernization eﬀ orts, which derived from the modernist perspective 
that not only contrasted nature and human society, but also set them in a hierarchical 
relationship (Rංർඁඍൾඋ 1997:73). According to Soviet economic policies, the environment 
is primarily a virgin area to be subjugated, conquered, its assets waiting to be exploited for 
the best economic advantage (Kඎඅൺ 1998:60). The institutionalized mediation of Soviet-era 
economic directives was an integral part of the collectivization process, thereby changing the 
local communities’ attitudes toward the environment. At the beginning of collectivization, 
that is, in 1929, in the Tobuluk area, the winter settlements were converted into kolkhoz 
Figure 3. Simmentaler and Holstein Friesian cattle drink on the 
ice of an artiﬁ cial lake in Tobuluk, Yakutia, 2011. (Photo by 
Csaba Mészáros)
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centers (sugulaan) in accordance with the central economic directives (Kඈඅൾඌඈඏ 1931). It 
is in these kolkhoz centers that the ﬁ rst buildings appeared (kolkhoz administration, school, 
club, etc.), which became the imprints of the state’s modernization eﬀ orts upon the alaases.
World War II played a major role in the next step of collectivization. From the Tobuluk 
area, which had more than 800 inhabitants, 145 men were conscripted into the Soviet 
Army during the war. In this village, too, producing for the front was associated with 
hunger and increased labor, and so in 1945, due to the shortage of people and animals, 
the former kolkhozes were no longer reorganizable. The centralization of the dwindling 
population and livestock was seen by Yakut leadership as an opportunity to increase labor 
productivity and more eﬀ ectively control the population. The Sakha, who ﬁ rst settled 
along the alaases, then later along the sugulaans, now moved into the newly established 
villages throughout Yakutia. The former sugulaans of the smaller kolkhozes (which 
were also the tüölbe, groups of former winter settlements) now became the summer 
settlements of the large and uniﬁ ed kolkhoz brigades. Due to the lack of workforce, a 
portion of the alaases previously intensively used as hayﬁ elds came to be utilized as 
pastures, while some of the more remote sugulaan centers were completely abandoned 
by the Tobulukians. From this time on, the alaases were no longer the scenes of everyday 
life, and only those who worked in the sovkhoz brigades visited the alaases regularly. 
In the 1970s, with the formation of the sovkhoz, production became even more 
large-scale: manual mowing was replaced by tractors, the locals worked in brigades, 
and hay was collected from the ﬁ elds all at once, not in the context of cooperation as 
family, relatives and friends. Although centralization resulted in a more eﬀ ective work 
by the brigades and enabled the harvesting of a much larger amount of hay (which the 
new Simmentaler varieties needed), it adversely aﬀ ected the biodiversity of the alaas 
ecotopes (Tඋඈൾඏൺ et al. 2010:218). Increased herd sizes had a similarly adverse eﬀ ect on 
the alaases. In addition, the larger herds appeared at the same time, and remained on a 
pasture longer, which also negatively impacted biodiversity (Tඋඈൾඏൺ – Cඁൾඋඈඌඈඏ 2012). 
In years with extreme weather conditions (drought or too much humidity), meadows 
with limited species yield a hay harvest of signiﬁ cantly reduced quantity and quality. 
One of the most important negative impacts of global climate change and decreased 
biodiversity in the alaases in Yakutia is therefore uncertain crop yield.
The new cultivation systems and agronomic methods recommended by Soviet 
agricultural policy put a serious pressure on the permafrost soil. In accordance with 
the 1966 decision of the Communist Party of Yakutia, the agricultural use of the 
alaases intensiﬁ ed throughout Yakutia (Vංඇඈ඄ඎඋඈඏ 2001:7–8). Accordingly, more 
and more areas were used for growing grains (primarily barley and rye). Many of the 
ﬁ elds formerly used for hay were drained, plowed and irrigated. There was very little 
arable land in the state-owned farms of Tobuluk, yet in 1970 9% of agricultural land in 
Yakutia was cultivated (Mൺඍඏൾൾඏ 1989:54). Simultaneously, the volume of landscape 
modiﬁ cations has signiﬁ cantly increased in the ﬁ rst decade of operation of these state 
farms. Within some state farms, the ratio of drained ﬁ elds reached a settlement of the 
total of agriculturally utilized areas. Furthermore, between 1975 and 1985, the extent 
of arable land increased by approximately 50% (some of which were irrigated), and 
in order to make pastures more productive, some ﬁ elds were ﬂ ooded, and lakes were 
created in areas where water demand increased. The intensiﬁ ed land-use change put a 
considerable pressure on both the permafrost soil and the biodiversity of the vegetation.
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After the fall of the Soviet Union, that is, during decollectivization and the disintegration 
of socialist types of agricultural production, the number of cattle in Tobuluk decreased 
by about 30% between 1992 and 1999, and the state-owned hayﬁ elds were allocated to 
local households. It was not only in Tobuluk that the decline of agricultural production 
was so dramatic. In Yakutia, there was a 40% decline in livestock between 1990 and 2012 
(Vංඇඈ඄ඎඋඈඏ – Pඋඈ඄ඁඈඋඈඏ 2013:6). The state farms no longer provided the locals’ wages, 
and low market prices resulted in farming and livestock husbandry being unproﬁ table 
(Dൺඋൻൺඌඈඏ – E඀ඈඋඈඏ – Sඈඅඈඏ’ൾඏ 2000:75). As a result of these processes, not only the 
volume of livestock husbandry but also the extent of areas used and visited by livestock 
farmers was radically reduced in Tobuluk. The size of abandoned and uncultivated areas 
increased, and the perceived environment shrunk to a much smaller world, limited to the 
village square and some intensively used hunting areas. The reduction in the intensively 
used grazing areas was accompanied by overgrazing in pastures suitable for more 
economical use, which also decreased the biodiversity of the ﬂ ora of these meadows.
The eﬀ ects of state modernization led to a temporary increase in the volume of 
agricultural production in Yakutia (especially in the early 1980s), which in turn exerted 
an anthropogenic pressure upon the particularly vulnerable subarctic environment and the 
permafrost soil, leading to a severe economic downturn and environmental degradation 
due to the economic crisis caused by decollectivization as well as the concurrently 
happening climate change discerned by the locals. These negative trends not only altered 
the physical parameters of the environment, but also aﬀ ected the spiritual characteristics 
of the meadows, lakes and rivers considered to be animate. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS AND SPIRITUAL ECOLOGY
To the Sakha, alaases are not just homes and meadows that formed Sakha husbandry and 
were themselves transformed through such husbanding, but animate entities with which 
the locals may come into contact in many ways. In Tobuluk, as in other Sakha villages, 
the alaases were protected and respected. 12 In addition to oﬀ ering diﬀ erent views to 
the individuals looking at them, the alaases also possess diﬀ erent spiritual aspects and 
personality traits – thus, according to the Sakha, one has to act appropriately towards 
them. So every alaas is unique from a spiritual point of view.
To the Sakha, meadows and alaases possess a soul, a personality, and are therefore 
considered less as a landscape and more as a partner, a companion. The phenomenon of 
animism, which was seen in the 19th century by scholars as a step in the development of 
religion (Kඎඉൾඋ 1988:6–7), and in the 20th century was surrounded for a long time by a lack 
of interest, was only discovered in the 1990s by anthropologists studying hunter-gatherer 
communities (Bංඋൽ – Dൺඏංൽ 1999). Among the Sakha, however, the perception of the 
world as animate does not extend to the whole environment; it is primarily the meadows 
and major open waters (rivers and lakes) that have personality traits. The alaases can also 
have spirits who mediate between the alaases and the people, but in most cases it is the 
alaas that is the animate entity, and the locals turn to it rather than to its host spirit.
12 This does not mean that the alaas is necessarily interpreted as a ritual space, a holy place. For holy 
places, see Nൺ඀ඒ 2007.
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The animate alaases, as any other living thing, are positioned in a certain direction. 
Thus, an alaas can be entered from the front and from the back, it has a head, and legs, 
too. The locals who are very familiar with the alaases can show one where the center of 
the alaas is and in which direction the “limbs” point. The circular ﬁ elds are imagined as a 
kind of body. One does not step upon the body of the alaas without a reason. Traditionally, 
even the roads did not cross the alaases. Travelers not (or just slightly) associated with the 
area did not willingly enter the space of the alaas without a reason either. 
Those who have speciﬁ c capabilities are able to talk to the alaases. In Tobuluk, for 
example, Siider, who has healing powers (but is not practicing as a healer) has lived and 
worked on one alaas since 1999. According to the Tobulukians, Siider uses his special 
abilities for the propagation and care of livestock, making him the best dairy farmer in 
Yakutia whose cows produce three to four times more milk than the annual average. As a 
result of this, Siider has been awarded the Lenin Order of Merit and numerous other state 
accolades. The intimate relationship between him and the Tan’n’arang alaas is evident 
not only in the fact that it provides Siider with the strength for his work, the alaas also 
shelters and protects him.
In 1999, a female shaman (udaghan) once visited Tobuluk. Although Siider did not 
go into the village during the udaghan’s visit, she sent word that she will come to him. 
During the evening herding, Siider noticed that a bird of prey perched on a tall larch at 
the edge of the alaas was watching him, but he knew that the bird was not going to ﬂ y 
into the alaas. Only upon nightfall did the udaghan enter (this time in the guise of a 
woman, not a bird of prey), but Siider was able to throw her oﬀ . According to Siider, he 
could only protect himself from the female shaman on his own alaas, and when healers 
arrive in Tobuluk, he prefers to stay on his own alaas, because “it is dangerous for two 
people with shamanic powers (d’oghurdaakh) to meet.” 
One of the most common forms of communication between people and alaases is 
the sacriﬁ ce. It is the ﬁ re lit in an alaas and the sacriﬁ cial food cast into that ﬁ re that 
creates the connection between man and alaas. The connection through ﬁ re is clear even 
in the Sakha language. While the name of the environment inhabited by man is sir-uot 
(i.e., ﬁ re and earth), the name of the non-human nature (ajylgha - i.e., “created”) does 
not indicate the presence of man. The sacriﬁ cial food cast into the ﬁ re in the alaas is not 
intended for a speciﬁ c god or spirit, but rather for the ancestors who lived there, or the 
alaas itself. The alaas is not divided into two parts during the sacriﬁ ce. It does not have a 
spiritual part, a spirit or god of the place that keeps watch over the “body,” or the spatial 
embodiment of the alaas. This is a big diﬀ erence compared to how the Sakha sacriﬁ ce 
in the forest. Sacriﬁ ces in forests and wooded areas are always oﬀ ered to a host spirit 
(ichchi), and not to the limitless (and thus bodyless) forest of an unspeciﬁ ed expanse. 
The Sakha treat lakes similarly to the alaases. 
The power of the alaas (and not of the host spirit of the alaas) is recognized by the 
Sakha throughout Yakutia (Yൺආൺൽൺ 2004:224–225). In fact, one of the basic stereotypical 
traits (bütej kihi) 13 of the Sakha of Central Yakutia are also determined by the alaases. 
Namely, the Sakha believe that the circular alaases enclosed by the forests breed robust, 
tough, stubborn but reliable people. 
13 In other words, “locked in, fenced in man”.
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According to Sakha viewpoint alaases and lakes are actively involved as spiritual 
forces in those climatic and ecological changes that are caused by global warming in 
Yakutia. According to Ed’ii Dora, one of the most important Sakha female shamans14 
the alaases and lakes are covered with veins, and communicate with each other through 
these blood vessels. These living organisms sense how people act towards them, and 
they tell each other (Pඋඈඍൺඉඈඉඈඏൺ 2002:60). As people’s behaviors and activities no 
longer express respect for these landscapes, therefore the alaases and lakes punish the 
people with ecological and climatic anomalies (Pඋඈඍൺඉඈඉඈඏൺ 2002:63–64). According 
to Nikolaj Slepcov-Sylyk, another bioenergy healer, the “radiation” of the permafrost 
soil and its changes determine the health, traits and destiny of the Sakha living on it. 
Each alaas emits a diﬀ erent radiation, making the people who live there either happy and 
prosperous or unhappy and miserable (Sඅൾඉർඈඏ-Sඒඅඒ඄ 2013:34–38). Climatic changes 
have an overall negative impact on permafrost soil, so the eroding alaases found on 
permafrost ground also emit increasingly unfavorable radiation towards the Sakha 
living on them. The harmful responses of the animate alaases can only be mitigated by 
appropriate lifestyle choices and regular sacriﬁ ces (Sඅൾඉർඈඏ-Sඒඅඒ඄ 2013:24–25).
The examples of these two very popular and respected healers in Yakutia reveal the 
speciﬁ c attitude with which Sakha spiritual ecology approaches the issues related to 
the phenomenon of global warming. The climate changes that are now causing major 
diﬃ  culties in Sakha economy are being interpreted by the locals not only as natural 
phenomena but also as a social problem. For many Sakha, lakes and alaases are not 
entities isolated from human culture, but parts of a larger community (society), which 
in Yakutia is formed by people, animals and landscapes. This approach establishes a 
personal relationship between man and landscape, which can become an important 
element of local adaptation strategies expedited by climate change. 
CHANGES AND DIFFICULTIES: THE VULNERABILITY OF THE LOCAL 
FARMING SYSTEM
The intimate relationship that existed between the Sakha and the alaases was fundamentally 
changed not just by the rapid and radical reforms ushered in by the Soviet command 
economy, but also by the decollectivization and the economic depression that followed 
the fall of the Soviet Union. The impact of these factors are only further aggravated by 
climatic changes caused by global warming. While horse and cattle breeding among the 
Sakha has adapted to the challenges raised by the hopelessness of decollectivization and 
the fundamentally changed agricultural support system of federal Russia,15 it has yet to 
provide responses to the diﬃ  culties caused by climate change.
Local changes caused by global warming are felt by the Tobulukians, but their 
positive and negative impacts are judged diﬀ erently. In 2013 the general opinion was 
that winters have not become noticeably warmer in the past few years. “In Yakutsk, they 
always cheat a little with the temperatures and do not represent the true values, to avoid 
14 I.e., “Sister Dora.”
15 The horse population decrease in Yakutia stopped in 2007, the cattle population decrease in 2011 
(Vංඇඈ඄ඎඋඈඏൺ – Pඋඈඁඈඋඈඏൺ 2013).
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having to raise salaries. 16 Here it is always 2–3 degrees colder than in Yakutsk, nothing 
has changed about that.” However, my interview subjects regularly noted that every year 
there are signiﬁ cant diﬀ erences in the overall severity of winter frost.
In Sakha folk wisdom, weather predictions are given an important place. A cold 
winter is normally associated with a thin snow cover, followed by a long and hot 
summer, according to the Sakha. A rainy autumn brings a thick snow blanket and a milder 
winter, and a rainy May and a cool, wet summer. So temperatures and precipitation are 
usually related in Sakha weather predictions. Locals detect changes in the amount and 
distribution of rainfall. “I can’t recall this much rain since my childhood. I can’t even 
go to my meadow, the grass can’t even be cut. By the time I make it there, all will 
have rotted.” Summer rains hinder work. While the spring rain is considered and called 
prosperous and a blessing by the Sakha (byjang), the word “rain” (ardakh) means bad 
weather, and ﬁ guratively it also means sadness.
The general belief is that the year is delayed: “I don’t even recognize the weather, the 
frost, the snow, the heat are arriving later and later. Nature falls asleep and wakes up later 
and later.” The ﬁ rst frost now comes not at the beginning of September or end of August, 
but only at the end of September; the winter snow starts falling later and lakes freeze 
later. The same is true for the summer season. The bright sunshine and intense heat also 
comes later, only at the end instead of the beginning of June.
However, the biggest problem is the unpredictability of weather. In the summer of 
2012, the brigades went for hay in Kebeeji county, 400 kilometers west of Tobuluk, 
because they did not ﬁ nd enough fodder locally due to the huge summer drought. In 
2005, 2006 and 2013, it was the large-scale summer rains that hampered work. Although 
the grass grew well in those years, harvesting was delayed and thus the hay quality was 
very low. Although in Yakutia the increase in summer rainfall and thus the oversaturation 
of alaas soil cause general diﬃ  culties, this problem has not yet aﬀ ected the Tobuluk 
area. Whereas locals do report that the meadows northeast of the village are becoming 
more boggy and marshy, these meadows are now not being used anyway.
The vulnerability of the livestock economy in Tobuluk, which is particularly exposed 
to climate changes, has multiple reasons. 
1. In the era of soviet time planned economy and collective production, the knowledge 
through which the locals were able to beneﬁ t from the alaases in various ways has faded. 
Prior to collectivization, alaases were not used only as pastures or hayﬁ elds, but also 
for hunting and gathering. The locals were much more aware of the peculiarities of the 
ﬂ ora and fauna of the alaases. On the one hand, people lived on the alaases, in scattered 
settlements, so the alaas ecotopes provided an everyday experiences for them; they not 
only carried out their work on the alaases, but also lived there. The second reason for the 
departure from the alaases was that labor was becoming ever more technologized. While 
earlier the grass was mowed by hand, from the 1970s onwards this work was rarely 
carried out by hand. Mowing with a tractor is faster than manual mowing, but those doing 
the mowing are less able to detect a diﬀ erence in the quality and type of the grass. Today 
a good reaper is required to have good technical skills rather than botanical knowledge.
16 In Yakutia, state employees in certain professions that require working outdoors in extreme cold 
temperatures receive extra remuneration.
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In Tobuluk, young people can no longer distinguish between the diﬀ erent species, and 
they do not accrue much botanical knowledge outside of school biology classes. 
The loss of local plant knowledge also means that the plants growing on the alaases 
or in the ponds are no longer collected. Plants widely consumed prior to collectivization, 
like the great burnet (ymyjakh, Sanguisorba oﬃ  cinalis), the grass rush (unnula, Butomus 
umbellatus), or the bulrush (kuba ahylyga, Typha latifolia) are now rarely found among 
the edible plants. Thanks to schooling, young people are now more familiar with the 
Russian name of many of these. The Yakut wormwood (üöre oto, Artemisia jacutica) 
that grows on drier alaases or close to old, abandoned settlements, as well as the tansy 
(timekh ot, Tanacetum vulgare), which prefers a more humid habitat, are still used today 
as medicinal herbs and seasonings (Tඈ඄ඎආඈඏൺ – Tඈ඄ඎආඈඏ 2011).
Knowledge on the ﬂ ora of the alaases prior to the wide-range mechanization extended 
to also knowing which alaas was to be mowed when. The system of meadows that 
needed to be mowed sooner or later, as well as pastures that could be used for shorter 
or longer periods, determined the locations of the summer (sajylyk) and autumn (otor) 
settlements. However, after the 1970s in the era of state farms (sovkhozes), the order 
of mowing was regulated more by the ability to deliver the machinery to the meadows 
than by the condition of the grass grasslands. The lack of alaas-related botanical and 
ecological knowledge available to young farmers resulted in reapers becoming less and 
less able to respond on site to the challenges caused by climate change. Consequently, 
lower quality (acidic, low-nutrient) or less hay can be harvested each year. 
2. Sovkhozes essentially produced for the state in the era of centrally planned 
collective production. Milkers and tractor operators of the sovkhozes received wages for 
their labor (they did not receive shares of crops or labor). Meat and milk produced by the 
sovkhozes were collected and processed by the state. When the sovkhozes disintegrated 
and state buy-ups gradually stopped, the livestock in Tobuluk decreased by nearly a 
third. However, switching to self-suﬃ  ciency was not possible, so the local cattle industry 
that has been gaining strength since 2011 is still primarily dependent upon state aid. That 
means, currently the local economy is not self-sustaining without state support. Although 
there are attempts in Yakutia to make the markedly disappearing Sakha cattle popular 
Figure 4. Winter settlement in an alaas, Yakutia 2012. (Photo by 
Csaba Mészáros)
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again, and there are a few model farms in the republic, but there are no large-scale state 
programs supporting the breed change. 
The transition to self-suﬃ  ciency was hampered by several factors, ﬁ rst of all the 
settlement structure. Following centralization, the Tobulukians left the alaases and 
moved into the villages. As a result, the utilization of pastures and hayﬁ elds reached 
very diﬀ erent levels. The common pastures near the village are overgrazed, the western 
and southern areas with a good network of roads are used extensively by locals, while the 
eastern and north-eastern areas less so (Mඣඌඓගඋඈඌ 2013:142–144; 156–158). As some 
alaases and meadows are far from the village and no good roads lead there, today it 
seems nonsensical to use them, even if the pastures and meadows that are being used 
intensively produce insuﬃ  ciently.
Further diﬃ  culties are posed by the composition of the cattle stock. Because of the 
state aid provided for each dairy cow, in Tobuluk today the proportion of cows in the 
herd is 40%. Thus, the stock may become especially vulnerable if a suﬃ  cient amount 
of feed collected locally is not available to the locals. Unfavorable years (i.e., those in 
which they were not able to secure the right amount of fodder for the cattle) are called 
in Sakha et d’yl, or meat year. Namely, this is when the young animals that could not be 
out-wintered were slaughtered. The name of the year rich in fodder is üüt d’yl, or milk 
year. In these years, fewer cattle are slaughtered, and the bulk of the diet consists of dairy 
products. The consequence of the high proportion of dairy cows today is that farmers are 
forced to slaughter reproductive animals, which could lead to a signiﬁ cant volatility in 
the stock. So year after year, the villagers are compelled to import cattle feed produced 
in the central parts of Russia. Because of the village’s dependence upon cattle feed, cattle 
breeding within the current economic framework cannot be considered self-suﬃ  cient 
and sustainable without external help.
Finally, another concern is that the village is now producing almost exclusively 
unprocessed raw materials (milk and meat). It is particularly striking that only a couple 
of families produce cottage cheese and butter locally. Villagers buy most dairy products 
in the local shops; some of these (such as condensed milk) come from Central Russia, 
while others come from Europe (such as the Swiss powdered milk used in tea). Although 
Figure 5. Farmers are heading to alaas in order to transport hay 
in the village Yakutia, 2011. (Photo by Csaba Mészáros) 
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a variety of dairy products prepared in various ways were popular in Sakha diet, now 
almost no one prepares these in the village. The names of some dairy products mixed 
with ﬁ sh, such as the barcha (dried crucian carp fermented in milk) and the agharan (the 
same made of other small ﬁ sh) are now barely known. The milk produced in the village 
is delivered frozen to the county milk buyer, or the cream skimmed with a milk separator 
is sold to the same. The limited production of dairy products and their sale to a single 
buyer makes the village’s cattle farming vulnerable and rigid. 
3. Another reason for the vulnerability of the local husbandry is that young people are 
less concerned with the knowledge relating to the local spiritual ecology outlined earlier. 
The spirituality and interrelatedness that connects the older villagers to the alaases and 
forges them into a community is now becoming less intrinsic among young people 
who typically experience their environment through the opposition of the village and 
the “wild” nature surrounding the village (Mඣඌඓගඋඈඌ 2012: 24–25). Their encounters 
with the changes involving the alaases are lesser, and this also inﬂ uences how the 
degradation of the alaases aﬀ ects them. Research to date makes it clear that spirituality-
laden and thereby protected areas are usually preserved in a better condition, and display 
more biodiversity (Dඎൽඅൾඒ et al. 2005) as compared to those that are considered by a 
community to be wild, opposing the cultural sphere, and unmanageable.
CONCLUSIONS
Arctic and subarctic areas experience one of the most severe ecological and climatic 
changes caused by global warming. At the same time, climatic changes in the Arctic also 
have an enormous inﬂ uence on the climate of the entire northern hemisphere. Therefore, 
exploring ecological changes observable on the local level in Siberia (and within 
that, in Yakutia) can signiﬁ cantly contribute to a clearer understanding of the global 
warming process and its impact. The Yakutian landscape cannot be viewed as a wild, 
unspoiled natural resource, because the Sakha and their husbanding, having lived there 
for centuries, left a deﬁ nitive trace on the alaases, and the forests and lakes surrounding 
them (Mඈඋ඀ൾඇඌඍൾඋඇ et al. 2013). 
Husbanding has become particularly intense during the Soviet era. The centralization 
caused by collectivization, and the agronomic innovations introduced by state agricultural 
policy put considerable pressure upon the very fragile permafrost soil. Having had 
plowed, drained, irrigated and ﬂ ooded the permafrost soil – which temporarily increased 
the volume of agricultural production during the time when state-owned farms were 
operated and generous government subsidies were distributed – has had the eﬀ ect that 
today the challenges posed by soil degradation due to global warming are very diﬃ  cult 
to meet. The problem lies not only in the humidiﬁ cation of previously cultivated soil 
which is now abandoned because of ineﬃ  cient production, but also in the pastures and 
meadows that are still used being overgrazed and used too extensively. On the one hand, 
this reduces biodiversity, while on the other hand, it exposes the local economy to more 
and more unpredictable weather anomalies. Finally, it is important to mention the human 
factor. Working in and receiving wages from a centrally planned economic system, 
Sakha ecological and spiritual knowledge of the surrounding environment is incomplete. 
Observing the environment and experiencing its changes is now not even possible, 
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because the areas used by village communities and available for everyday interactions 
have shrunk, and the number of people familiar with the more remote areas has also 
been reduced drastically. The intensive farming that resulted from collectivization, the 
economic depression associated with decollectivization, together with global warming, 
today represent a signiﬁ cant challenge for Sakha subarctic livestock husbandry, which 
must be responded to as soon as possible.
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